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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Boston Athenaeum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>Boston Directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERY</td>
<td>Boston Elevated Railway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPL</td>
<td>Boston Public Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Cambridge Community Development Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Cambridge Department of Public Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED</td>
<td>Cambridge Engineering Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHC</td>
<td>Cambridge Historical Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>Cambridge Historical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPB</td>
<td>Cambridge Planning Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL</td>
<td>Cambridge Public Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUL</td>
<td>Harvard University Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABS</td>
<td>Historic American Buildings Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHS</td>
<td>Massachusetts Historical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDC</td>
<td>Metropolitan District Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Middlesex County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNEA</td>
<td>Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS</td>
<td>Somerville Historical Society</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Frontpiece. MDC
1. Bradford Washburn photograph. CPB Collection, CHC
2. CHC
3–4. Alex Beatty, CHC
7. Richard Frothingham, History of Charlestown (Boston, 1845)
8–11. Robert H. Nylander, CHC
16. Robert H. Nylander, CHC
16a. SPNEA
17. American Antiquarian Society
18. CHC
19. "View of Boston from the West Boston Bridge," in Robert Gilmor, Memoranda Made in a Tour to the Eastern States in the Year 1797, CHS Proceedings 16 (1931)
20. Robert H. Nylander, CHC
22. "Map of Boston in 1819" (detail), by John G. Hales (Boston, 1819). BA
24. "Plan of Lechmere Point in Cambridge as Staked into Streets" (detail), Peter Tufts, Jr. (1811). CED
25. Robert H. Nylander, CHC
26. MC Court of Sessions
27. "Plan of Cambridgeport Parish" (detail), Peter Tufts, Jr. (Cambridge, 1819). CHS
29. SPNEA
30. "Plan of Lechmere Point in Cambridge as Staked into Streets," Peter Tufts, Jr. (1811), surveyed into lots by S. P. Fuller, 1822. MC Registry of Deeds
31. "Schedule of Unsold Lands Belonging to the Lechmere Point Corporation Surveyed May 25, 1822, by S. P. Fuller." CHS
32. Broadside, "To Be Sold at Public Auction By the Proprietors of the Canal Bridge ..." (1826). CHC
33. Plan 1 of 1835. MC Registry of Deeds
34. Massachusetts General Hospital
35. CED Collection, CHC
36. N. F. Curtis photograph. Bostonian Society
37. CCDD
41. Plan by W. S. Barbour and A. Hodges in "The Cambridge Improvement Company" (Boston, 1874). CHS
44. Lois Lilley Howe photograph. CHS
45. CED Collection, CHC
47. "Broad Canal West of Third Street, July 11, 1902," in Report of Committee on Charles River Dam (Boston, 1903)
48. "Lechmere Canal, below Sawyer's Lumber Wharf, November 14, 1902," in Report of Committee on Charles River Dam (Boston, 1903)
49–51. BERY Collection, SPNEA
55. CPB Collection, CHC
57. Bradford Washburn photograph. CPB Collection, CHC
58. CHC
59. "Map of the City of Boston and Immediate Neighborhood," by H. F. McIntyre (Boston, 1852). BA
60. Richard Frothingham, History of Charlestown, Boston, 1845 (frontispiece). BA
61. McLean Hospital
62. "A Panoramic View from Bunker Hill Monument" (detail), engraved by James Smillie from a drawing by R. P. Mallory (Boston, 1848)
63. "Report Made by the Boston & Lowell Railroad of the Location of the Route of their Railroad" (Boston, 1832). MC Engineering Department
64. "Map of the City of Cambridge" (detail), by H. F. Walling (Boston, 1854). CHS
66. Boston & Maine Railroad Historical Society Collection, University of Lowell
67. BERY Collection, SPNEA
68. Bostonian Society
69. BERY Collection, SPNEA
70. Carol A. Clark photograph. CHC
71. CPB Collection, CHC
72–73. CCDD, East Cambridge Riverfront Plan (1978)
74. CCDD
75. Carol R. Johnson & Associates
76–77. Alex Beatty photograph. CHC
82. Steve Rosenthal photograph. CHC
83. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
84. Steve Rosenthal photograph. Unihab Incorporated
85. Jean M. Smith photograph. Unihab Incorporated
86. Steve Rosenthal photograph. Tsioi/Kobus & Associates
87. Steve Rosenthal photograph. CHC
88. Alex Beatty photograph. CHC
89. Steve Rosenthal photograph. SBA/Steffian Bradley Associates
90. Moshe Safdie & Associates
91. Sam Sweeney photograph. Tsioi/Kobus & Associates
92. Arrowstreet
93. CPB Collection, CHC
94. Charles Sullivan photograph. CHC
95. MC Engineering Department
96. CED Collection, CHC
97. Lois Lilley Howe photograph. CHS
98. Cambridge Gas Light Company Collection, CHC
99–100. CED Collection, CHC
101. B. Orr photograph. CHC
102. Fairchild Aerial Surveys. CPB Collection, CHC
103. Richard Cheek photograph. CHC
105–106. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
109. Cambridge Redevelopment Authority
110–112. Steve Rosenthal photograph
114–115. Alex Beatty photograph. CHC
116. Steve Rosenthal photograph
117. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
119–120. CED Collection, CHC
121. MDC
122. “A Plan and Profile of the Boston & Lowell Railroad,” James F. Baldwin (Boston, 1836)
123. CHC
124. “Rail Road Map of all Street and Steam Railroads in Boston and Vicinity” (detail), J. G. Chase (Boston, 1865). CHS
125. BERY Collection, SPNEA
127. Railway & Locomotive Historical Society
128. BA
129. CED Collection, CHC
130. Boston & Albany RR Collection, SPNEA
131. CHC
132–133. West End Street Railway Collection, Frank Cheney
135. BERY Collection, CHC
136. Joe V. Meigs, *The Meigs Railway* (Boston, 1887), Joe V. Meigs Papers, Yale University Library
137. *Scientific American,* July 10, 1886
138–140. Joe V. Meigs Papers, Yale University Library
141. CPB Collection, CHC
142. CHC
143. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
144. Charles Sullivan photograph. CHC
145. CHC
146. B. Orr photograph. CHC
147. SHS
148. B. Orr photograph. CHC
149. CHC
150. SHS
151–152. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
153–154. B. Orr photograph. CHC
155. CHC
156. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
157. Charles Sullivan photograph. CHC
158. SHS
159. Charles Sullivan photograph. CHC
160. Alex Beatty photograph. CHC
161–162. MC
163. Beverly Conley
164. Richard Cheek photograph. CHC
165. B. Orr photograph. CHC
166. Edward Jacoby photograph. CHC
167. CHC
168. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
169–171. B. Orr photograph. CHC
172. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
173. B. Orr photograph. CHC
174–175. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
176. “Map of the City of Cambridge” (detail), by H. F. Walling (Boston, 1854). CHS
177. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
178. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
179. CHC
180. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
181. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
182–183. Marion Pike
184. Collections of Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village
185. Alan McClennen photograph. CHC
186. CHC
187. Steven Smith. CHC
188–189. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
190. Richard Cheek photograph. CHC
191–192. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
193. B. Orr photograph. CHC
194. Roger Gilman Collection, CHC
195. B. Orr photograph. CHC
196. Edward Jacoby photograph. CHC
197. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
198. Roger Gilman Collection, CHC
199. Winthrop Seeley
200–201. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
202. B. Orr photograph. CHC
203. Edward Jacoby photograph. CHC
204. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
205. Charles Sullivan photograph. CHC
206. Alex Beatty photograph. CHC
207. Gift of Rosamund Howe, CHC
208. Edward Jacoby photograph. CHC
209–211. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
212. B. Orr photograph. CHC
216. B. Orr. CHC
217–218. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
219. Charles Sullivan photograph. CHC
220. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
221. CHC
222. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
223–224. B. Orr photograph. CHC
225–227. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
228. CHC
229. *Boston Herald*
230. B. Orr photograph. CHC
231–232. Edward Jacoby photograph. CHC
233–234. Richard Cheek photograph. CHC
235. Edward Jacoby photograph. CHC
236. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
237. Jack E. Boucher photograph. HABS
238–240. B. Orr photograph. CHC
241. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
242. CHC
243–244. B. Orr photograph. CHC
245. Edward Jacoby photograph. CHC
246. B. Orr photograph. CHC
247. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
248. Alex Beatty photograph. CHC
249–250. B. Orr photograph. CHC
251. Charles Sullivan photograph. CHC
252. B. Orr photograph. CHC
253. CPB Collection, CHC
254. Charles Sullivan photograph. CHC
255. Alex Beatty photograph. CHC
257. MC
258. “View of East Cambridge from the Warren Bridge” (detail), by John Warner Barber. MHS
259. Robert H. Nylander. CHC
261–262. Beverly Conley photograph. CHC
263–271. Richard Cheek photograph. CHC

247
428. “Plan of Cambridge From Survey Taken in June 1830” (detail), by John G. Hales. CED
429–430. East Cambridge Heritage Center, CPL
431. Catherine Agnes Tobey
432. George A. McMenimen A Half Century of the St. John's Literary Institute, 1854–1904. (East Cambridge, 1904). MHS
433. BERY Collection, SPNEA
434. East Cambridge Heritage Center, CPL
435. St. Francis of Assisi Church
436. George A. McMenimen A Half Century of the St. John's Literary Institute, 1854–1904. MHS
437. “Map of the City of Cambridge” (detail), by H. F. Walling. 1854. CHS
438. Mildred March
439. Lura Woodside Watkins, Cambridge Glass, 1818 to 1888, (Boston, 1930). MHS
440–441. CHC
442. Virginia Hurley
443. MC
444. BERY Collection, SPNEA
445. MC
447. CPB Collection, CHC
448. Stereograph by William Low. CHC
449. Bostonian Society
450. Sacred Heart Church
452. CED Collection, CHC
453–454. Cambridge YMCA
455. Monica Suchecki and the East Cambridge Heritage Center, CPL
456. Charles Sullivan
457–458. Cambridge YMCA
459. CHC
460–463. East End Union Collection, CPL